
Starter

Using <   >   =     Can you answer this question      56  ___   24

What is 1 ten and 4 ones the same as?

Which number is bigger?  45 or 3 tens and 9 ones?

Using <   >   =     Can you answer this question      2 x 5  ___   3 + 5

What is 2 tens and 6 ones the same as?

Which number is bigger?  64 or 4 tens and 6 ones?

Using <   >   =     Can you answer this question      23 + 42  ___   7 x 10

What is 8 tens and 12 ones the same as?

Which number is bigger?  23 or 2 tens and 2 ones?

Evergreen Primary School has 213 children and Lakeside Primary has 231 children. Which school has 
the least children and how do you know?



Starter
Using <   >   =     Can you answer this question      56  _>__   24

What is 1 ten and 4 ones the same as?           14

Which number is bigger?  45 or 3 tens and 9 ones?          45

Using <   >   =     Can you answer this question      2 x 5  _>_   3 + 5

What is 2 tens and 6 ones the same as?         26

Which number is bigger?  64 or 4 tens and 6 ones?           64

Using <   >   =     Can you answer this question      23 + 42  _<_   7 x 10

What is 8 tens and 12 ones the same as?           92

Which number is bigger?  23 or 2 tens and 2 ones?           23

Evergreen Primary School has 213 children and Lakeside Primary has 231 children. Which 
school has the least children and how do you know?           When looking at the numbers, 
they have the same hundreds number, so I then moved to the tens and 10 is smaller than 
30. That is how I knew Evergreen Primary had the least amount of children.



Lesson Objective
To be able to add two 3-digit numbers 

with renaming the ones and tens.

I can use the column method

I can use equipment, jottings, pictures and discussion to support me.

I understand the value of numbers (HTU)

I understand what renaming means



What does renaming mean?



In adding 2 digit numbers,  this involves combining 
ones to form a ten. 
For example, 57 + 28 = ? requires combining 7 and 
8 to form 10 and 5.









Let me show you with my thought process.

• 236 + 345 



Do as many as you can in 3 minutes.





Task -
• If confident, use the numbers 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 to create your own 3 digit addition 

sums that including renaming. 

• For example, 276 + 349

• Do up to 5 questions. You must show your understanding by using equipment 
(send me a picture), pictures/jottings or a written explanation. I do not just want 
to see an answer. Today the objective is to show you understand renaming.

• Can the children who I name and anybody who is not confident stay with me and 
we can work together on a question.

• Please go to https://www.oundleceprimary.org/our-year-3-homework to find this 
powerpoint and extension if doing after the lesson.

https://www.oundleceprimary.org/our-year-3-homework
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